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Upcoming Events:
September 3-5, 2014
IPTA Fall Conference, Rockford
October 15, 2014
Springfield Regional Maintenance Workshop
April 1-2, 2015
RTAC Spring Conference, Springfield

On-Site Driver Training and
Classroom Driver Training
(Call RTAC: 800.526.9943)

RTAC is a unit of the
Illinois Institute for Rural Affairs
Western Illinois University

Things Have Changed
Here are a series of maps which illustrate how our rural transit environment has changed since the Section
5311 Expansion Program began in 2007 (compare Map 1 to Map 2). Map 3 (page 10) shows ICCT
Coordination Primer process status (completing that process is a prerequisite to receiving a Section 5311
grant via the expansion program which expires at the end of calendar year 2014).

— Maps continued on page 5
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— Maps continued from page 4

— Maps continued on page 10
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Maintenance Safety Training Part Four
By Springfield Mass Transit District (SMTD)

This is the fourth in a series of maintenance/safety tips culled from presentations by the Springfield Regional
Maintenance Center (RMC) at the annual maintenance workshops sponsored by RTAC. The Springfield RMC
operates out of Springfield Mass Transit District (SMTD) Maintenance Facility.
Maintenance superintendent Earl Amos leads the nineteen technicians at SMTD who have a combined 268
years of experience. All of the techs are trained on SMTD mainline buses as well as the para-transit buses.
Anytime a vehicle is worked on, whether it is SMTD’s or not, SMTD is responsible for the safety of that
vehicle. If a safety issue is found on an outside agency’s vehicle, SMTD either fixes it or the agency signs a
waiver. The SMTD techs don’t know when they will see that vehicle next, so they want it to be 100 percent
right when it leaves the shop.
Part Four covers engines and transmission by technician Brett Cole.

You’re probably wondering what we can say about engines and transmissions that deals with safety. The
answer is, A lot! If your vehicle breaks down with passengers aboard on a 110 degree day or on a 10 degrees
below zero day, that could be a huge safety issue. A lot of the smaller properties out there don’t have spare
buses sitting around that can run out and pick up passengers from the broken down bus, so the best thing to
do is maintain the bus to the highest standards and hopefully avoid a breakdown in the first place. Anything
mechanical can break down, hence the old saying, “stuff happens,” but proper maintenance by a trained
professional can keep that to a minimum. Maintenance doesn’t mean just changing the oil; it means a
complete vehicle inspection as well as other scheduled maintenance items.

—SMTD continued on page 7
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TRANSIT MOVERS
Transit Movers recognizes people in Illinois transit who have been promoted, changed responsibilities,
moved to a different transit agency, etc. If there are people within your agency who fall into these categories,
contact the RTAC staff at 800.526.9943, e-mail rtac@wiu.edu or fax 309.298.2162. Please include pictures!

Jim Thompson started with We Care, Inc.
August 8, 1988, when we had four cars and
only operated in the village of Morton. Boy,
how things changed! We Care now operates
in Tazewell and Woodford counties with two
dozen vehicles. Jim believed in growth within
your means, and We Care Inc. grew steadily
under his guidance. Jim's integrity and fiscal
conservativeness has built a strong, healthy
not-for-profit that serves the community. He is
my friend and mentor. We wish him well in his
retirement.
Mike Hutchinson
Executive Director
We Care, Inc.

Mike Neuenkirchen, a lifelong Kendall County
resident, recently joined the Voluntary Action
Center (VAC) in their Kendall Area Transit
operations as a dispatcher and maintenance
officer. Prior to joining VAC, Mike worked for
Bureau Putnam Area Rural Transit, Streator
Area Enterprise Zone, and the Aurora Chamber
of Commerce. In his spare time, Mike plays
guitar in a couple of bands (badly) and likes to
play golf (again...badly).

— Transit Movers continued on page 11
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— Transit Movers continued from page 8

Sara Iobbi originally joined the Voluntary Action
Center as a part time Travel Trainer in Kendall
County in 2013. In August, she took over as VAC’s
Mobility Manager for Kendall Area Transit. She
obtained both her bachelor’s and master’s degrees
in social work from Aurora University in 2013 and
2014. Sara’s favorite part of the job is helping
people find transportation to places that go beyond
VAC’s service area. Though she doesn’t have a lot
of time for hobbies, she enjoys the outdoor activities
of swimming, hiking, and taking her dog for walks.

Rodney Worak is the procurement coordinator
for Rides Mass Transit District (RMTD). Rodney's
primary responsibility is preparing materials for all
formal procurements. In addition, he is currently
revamping Rides' inventory system.
Rodney grew up in Southern Illinois. He received
a finance degree from SIU-Carbondale. Prior
to joining Rides, he worked at SIU-C as a small
business counselor. He lives in Paducah, Kentucky
with his wife, Kristen. In Rodney’s spare time, he
enjoys working with little league teams, going to
drag races, and smoking bar-b-que. He’s also
excited to be a new member of the Rides’ team.

— SMTD continued from page 9

The picture to the right is the pan off of a transmission
that has failed. The sludge you see is actually the
burnt up clutches of the transmission.
Remember, maintenance equals vehicle longevity,
maintenance equals money savings, and most
importantly, maintenance equals safety.
Keep your eye out for SMTD’s Maintenance Safety
Training, Part Five in the fall 2014 Transreport.
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— RTAC Notes continued from page 2

If you are wondering how the results of this new report compared to past efforts to calculate the
benefits of rural transit service, page 4 includes an overview of previous cost-benefit research.
All of those earlier efforts identified significant benefits, but numbers varied “depending on the
characteristics of the service provided and the percentage of transit-dependent riders that they
serve.”
It is also difficult to make apples-to-apples comparisons of cost-benefit research due to a factor I
mentioned earlier—report results can be skewed if a researcher is dealing with incorrect ridership
information. Counting rides is not as easy as one might think. For example, here in Illinois, when
preparing the FY13 Rural Mobility Index, I contacted a number of grantees to verify the ridership
numbers reported to the NTD. Some grantees indicated they were not sure why those numbers got
entered, then checked their records and provided me different numbers. Kansas and Virginia DOT
personnel told me they experienced the same thing with ridership reporting; different grantees had
different views of how to report ridership and getting correct ridership numbers is contingent upon
giving grantees precise definitions and directions.
Despite difficulties in getting precise information, this new report provides strong evidence that the
benefits provided by transit services in rural and small urban areas are greater than the costs of
providing those services. The authors point out “there are also a number of less tangible benefits
not included in this study that could be considered, such as community cohesion, relocation cost
savings and the provision of transportation services during emergencies.” Relocation cost savings
is something I’ve often mentioned to communities working through the ICCT Coordination Primer
process. As stated in the last two sentences of the report: “For the community, a loss in population
results in decreased economic activity. Losing individuals to larger communities, and the resulting
loss in local spending and banking, is an issue of concern for small towns.”
The report can be found online at http://www.nctr.usf.edu/2014/07/cost-benefit-analysis-of-rural-andsmall-urban-transit-2/.

Western Illinois University complies fully with all applicable federal and state
nondiscrimination laws, orders, and regulations. The University is an Affirmative Action
and Equal Opportunity institution and affirms its dedication to nondiscrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, age, sexual orientation, marital status, national origin,
disability, or veteran status in employment, programs, and services.
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